
 

Active Voice 
by Kat Duncan 

 
Active Voice Lesson 1:   
Let's start with the basics. The difference between active and passive voice is this: in active voice 
the subject of the sentence does the action and in passive voice the subject of the sentence takes 
the action.  

* Active: Actor did action.      
* Passive: Acted-upon was acted upon by the actor. 

It's the difference between loving and being loved. 

 * Active: Sam loved Kate. 
 (Sam (subject) is doing the loving.) 
 * Passive: Kate was loved by Sam. 
 (Kate (subject) is receiving the love.) 

It’s the difference between "eating" and "being eaten". 

          * Active: John ate the meal she cooked.    
  (John (subject) is doing the eating.) 
          * Passive: The meal she cooked was eaten by John.   
  (The meal she cooked (subject) is receiving the action of being eaten.) 

Notice that in both the active and passive sentences the meaning of the sentence is the same. 

There are less obvious types of passive sentences such as this one: 

          * Active: Jane opened her mouth.    
  (Jane (subject) did the action of opening her mouth.) 
          * Passive: Jane's mouth was opened by his eager tongue.  
  (Jane’s mouth (subject) is receiving the action of being opened.) 
   
Notice how it seems as if Jane is doing something active because if her mouth opened, she must 
have opened it. True, but Jane is not the subject of the sentence. Her mouth is the subject and the 
subject is receiving the action of being opened by someone else. 

And even less obvious passive sentence types such as: 
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          * Active: Victorian men did not treat women as equals.   
  (Victorian men are doing the action.) 
          * Passive: Women were not treated as equals.  
  (Women are receiving the action of not being treated as equals.) 

The confusing part here is who is doing the action of "not treating"?  If the person, thing or 
whatever doing the action is missing or vague, it is probably a passive sentence. 

Another example is a bit harder to understand because it feels passive, but isn't: 

          * Active: Her view of him was changing.    

The "was changing" looks like a verb tense match for "was eaten" or "were treated" (forms of the 
verb "to be" plus a past tense verb). So, is it passive? No, because "her view of him" (subject) is 
doing the action of changing.  Notice that "eaten", "opened", and "treated" from the previous 
passive sentences are the past tense (past participle), but "changing" from this sentence is the 
present tense (present participle). So, technically this is not a passive sentence, but that doesn't 
mean it's the best type of sentence to use when you are developing an active writing style! More 
on that later… 

There are also sentences that seem to have the right verb tense but are not passive. For example: 

          * Active: The woman was amazed that her husband would say such a thing. 

There's the "was" (a form of the verb "to be") and a past tense verb ending in "ed", but this is not 
a passive sentence because the subject "the woman" is doing the action of being something and 
the something "amazed" is considered to be an adjective here even though as an adjective it has 
the same form as the past tense verb. (Isn't English a lovely language…?) Amazed simply 
describes what her state of being is. It's not really an action anyway, it's more of an emotion. 
These types of sentences can be tough to identify because it may seem to you that the husband is 
the source of her amazement and therefore he is the "actor" doing the "action" of amazing her. 
Also, there's no obvious way to tell the difference between a past tense verb and an adjective 
without close analysis of the sentence and let's face it, who wants to do that on a regular basis? 
(not me!).  

Let's take another example like this to compare: 

          * Active: Joe shocked his wife by buying her some flowers.  
  (Joe (subject) did the action of shocking) 
          * Active: Joe's wife was shocked that he bought her some flowers.  
  (Joe's wife (subject) did the action "was" and the adjective "shocked" tells what she was) 
          * Passive: Joe's wife was shocked by the broken electrical cord. 
  (Joe's wife (subject) is receiving the action of being shocked (an action, not an emotion)) 
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So, how do you identify passive voice? 

1) Look for a form of "to be" such as "was" or "were" followed by a past tense verb (usually 
ending in "ed). The verb "to be" plus a verb ending in "ed" does not always make the 
sentence passive. 

2) Look for the word "by" which almost always tells who or what is doing the action. The 
"by" phrase is usually at the end of the sentence. The word "by" alone doesn't make the 
sentence passive. 

3) Look for the action in the sentence (the verb) and try to figure out who is doing the 
action. In an active sentence, the person or thing doing the action is usually at the 
beginning of the sentence. In a passive sentence, the person or thing doing the action is 
usually at the end of the sentence or it could be missing entirely. 

4) Look out for words that seem like an action, but are really more like emotion or state of 
being. These sentences are not "technically" passive, but they sure feel like it. 

Homework Assignment #1 Lesson #1: Identify which of these sentences is in passive voice. 

1. Sue set down her coffee and stared at the man in the doorway. 

2. The man was taking off his shirt. 

3. His glorious chest was revealed to the coffee shop patrons. 

4. The waitress shook her head at the man standing shirtless by the door. 

5. She told him to put his shirt back on, but he refused. 

6. The shirtless man was kicked out of the coffee shop by the manager. 

7. The manager was yelled at. 

8. Sue was surprised that the shirtless man was so rude. 

9. The shirtless man was slapped in the face by an elderly woman. 

10. The man apologized to the elderly woman and put his shirt back on. 

11. He followed the manager back into the coffee shop. 

12. Everyone in the shop was treated to a free coffee, courtesy of the now-shirted man. 

Homework Assignment #2 Lesson #1: Write one active and one passive sentence of your own, or 
choose one of each type of sentence from something you've already written. 

Copyright 2010 Kat Duncan, all rights reserved. 
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Active Voice Lesson 2:  When to use passive voice  
 
Answers to yesterday's homework: 
 

1. Sue set down her coffee and stared at the man in the doorway. (ACTIVE: Sue doing 
action of setting down) 

2. The man was taking off his shirt. (ACTIVE: The man doing action of taking off) 

3. His glorious chest was revealed to the coffee shop patrons. (PASSIVE: chest receiving 
action of being revealed) 

4. The waitress shook her head at the man standing shirtless by the door. (ACTIVE: 
waitress doing action of shaking) 

5. She told him to put his shirt back on, but he refused. (ACTIVE: She doing action of told) 

6. The shirtless man was kicked out of the coffee shop by the manager. (PASSIVE: man 
receiving action of being kicked out) 

7. The manager was yelled at. (PASSIVE: manager receiving action of being yelled at) 

8. Sue was surprised that the shirtless man was so rude. (ACTIVE: Sue in the state of being 
surprised; Sue = surprised) 

9. The shirtless man was slapped in the face by an elderly woman. (PASSIVE: man 
receiving action of being slapped) 

10. The man apologized to the elderly woman and put his shirt back on. (ACTIVE: man 
doing action of apologizing) 

11. He followed the manager back into the coffee shop. (ACTIVE: he doing the action of 
following) 

12. Everyone in the shop was treated to a free coffee, courtesy of the now-shirted man. 
(PASSIVE: everyone receiving the action of being treated) 

Notice how much action, drama and interest there are in these sentences, despite the fact that 
they are passive…let's consider this issue further… 

The passive voice is generally frowned on by grammarians. Strunk and White advise using the 
active voice whenever possible. The only place you are encouraged to use passive voice is in 
legal documents and scientific papers. Passive sentences are generally longer, wordier and may 
be a bit harder to understand. But that doesn't mean we should throw out the passive voice 
permanently. It has its uses. So, when is it OK, maybe even good, to use the passive? 
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Passive Use #1. To emphasize the object of the action. The object of the action is the person 
or thing receiving the action.  
Suppose I decide on a sentence and I want to use it to emphasize what's happening to the 
heroine's face (the object of the action). 
          * Active: He placed incoherent kisses all over her lovely face. 
  (The thing that's happening to her face ("incoherent kisses all over") is buried in the 
forgettable middle of the sentence.) 
          * Passive: Her lovely face was covered all over with his incoherent kisses. 
  (The action is buried in the middle and "her lovely face" and "his incoherent kisses" are 
now the focus.) 
If my goal was to emphasize her face or his kisses rather than the action "placing" or "covering", 
then the passive sentence works better. 

 
Passive Use #2. To de-emphasize the person/thing doing the action or to hide an unknown 
subject/actor.  

Example 1: Suppose I want to emphasize the ending of this scene and not the person ending it. 

          * Active: With a wave of his hand the clerk dismissed the newlyweds from the town hall. 
          * Passive: With the wave of a hand the newlyweds were dismissed from the town hall. 
 
You may not see much of a difference between these two sentences. If so, then think of it this 
way. Readers tend to follow the person in charge of the action. If the town hall clerk is active by 
waving them out, then our next thought at the end of the sentence is about what the clerk is going 
to do next. But, suppose we want to hand the action off to the newlyweds. The passive sentence 
does this for us because it makes the clerk disappear. After reading the passive sentence, we are 
prepared to follow the action of what the newlyweds do next.  

It's a subtle difference, I admit, but it often makes all the difference from the reader's point of 
view as far as how smoothly the action is handed off from one person to another. Ever been 
criticized for poorly done transitions, unintentional point of view changes or instances where the 
reader is pulled or jarred out of the story? It may help to think of it this way. In a movie, if the 
clerk were important, the camera would show him watching the newlyweds leave and the door 
shutting behind them leaving him alone, ready for what happens to him next. If the newlyweds 
were important, the camera would follow them out the door and down the street. The reader 
needs you, the author, to put her camera in the right place with your words. 

Example 2: Suppose you need to hide an unknown subject or actor.  

Over a hundred bouquets of roses, all different colors, were arranged around her apartment. 
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If your point of view character doesn't know who the actor is—in this case, if she doesn't actually 
know who put all those roses in her apartment—then you may need to write in the passive. The 
alternative is to use an active sentence such as this: 
There were over a hundred bouquets of roses, all different colors, arranged around her apartment. 
This works as an active sentence, but what a waste of precious words! "There were" are about 
the blandest, vaguest words in the language. And for them to come at the beginning of a sentence 
is a shame because generally readers will remember the beginnings and endings of the sentences 
they read. Much better to use a passive sentence and bury the necessary "were" in the forgettable 
middle of the sentence. 
Example 3: Suppose your readers don't need to know who's responsible for the action. Why load 
them down with extra information? A passive sentence can be used to describe a condition in 
which the actor is unknown or unimportant. A couple of examples: 
Last year, thousands of people were divorced without fearing for their lives. (Who divorced all 
these people – um…who cares?) 
None of her classmates were made fun of for being a virgin. (Who was not making fun of them? 
It doesn't matter.) 
Put yourself in your reader's shoes to anticipate how she will react to the way you've worded 
your sentences, particularly factual ones.  
The postman delivered a small package yesterday morning at 9:30. (Active) 
A small package was delivered at 9:30 a.m. yesterday morning. (Passive) 
The first sentence is wasting words to tell us who delivered the package. Postmen deliver 
packages. That's what they do. There's no reason to remind readers of that. The postman 
probably only needs to be there if he's important to the story.  

This is another subtle example, that will likely not make a huge difference, but I point it out for 
you to be aware of and take advantage of, if you see fit. 

Example 4: Suppose you want to avoid blame or to be tactful by not naming the actor 

          * Active: She made mistakes 
          * Passive: Mistakes were made. 
          * Active: They misinterpreted the procedures. 
          * Passive: The procedures were somehow misinterpreted. 

This example works particularly in dialog and can give the reader hints about a person's 
character. For example the passive would fit the personality of a tactful person, or a person trying 
to protect the guilty. It can also be used to hint about a developing mystery without revealing too 
many details too soon. 
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Passive Use #3. To provide continuity and consistency of point of view, or to provide 
consistency of focus on a particular topic 

It is more important to maintain consistency in a single point of view in writing than it is to have 
consistency in active or passive voice. In a single person's point of view, the person does not 
always know who or what is doing an action. It may be necessary to use passive voice to keep 
the point of view consistent. Consider the following paragraph: 

From behind the door she watched him enter the room. He went to the window and drew back 
the curtains. After he opened the window, he shouted a question down to the street. Someone 
shouted back in an urgent female voice. He marched over to the dresser, picked up a sparkling 
necklace, carried it to the window and held it out. The frantic woman down in the street 
welcomed the sight of it with an exclamation of joy. He left the room, never seeing her in her 
hiding place, and shut the door behind him. 

Do you see the point of view problem in this bolded sentence? How could the person hiding 
behind the door know enough about the action of the woman out the window to have "the frantic 
woman" as the subject of this sentence? She can't see the woman. She can only hear an urgent 
female voice. She can put two and two together after the result of the woman's reaction and 
figure out what happened, but she can't really put the woman outside the window as the subject 
of an active sentence. The bolded sentence above seems like we are head-hopping into the man's 
point of view, because we know only he can see the woman in the street. A passive sentence 
would correct this inconsistency because it would make it clear to the reader that the point of 
view character is making an assumption about what she can't see. 

From behind the door she watched him enter the room. He went to the window and drew back 
the curtains. After he opened the window, he shouted a question down to the street. Someone 
shouted back in an urgent female voice. He marched over to the dresser, picked up a sparkling 
necklace, carried it to the window and held it out. The sight of it was welcomed with an 
exclamation of joy by someone down in the street. He left the room, never seeing her in her 
hiding place, and shut the door behind him. 

 
Suppose you need to keep the reader focused on a subject and what is happening to that subject, 
but the subject is receiving action, rather than doing action. If you insist on keeping to the active 
voice, this is what it might look like: 

He traveled to Boston to attend the trial. The lawyers questioned many other witnesses. At last 
they called him to the witness stand to testify. The same lawyers questioned him. His answers 
provided significant evidence. Again and again they questioned him before they finally 
dismissed him from the witness stand.  
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Notice how jarring it is when the subjects keep jumping back and forth from him to them. He did 
this…they did that…they did more of this…he did that…  It's not only jarring, its repetitive and 
bland. If you allow the passive voice to take over a few of the sentences, the consistency of focus 
on the subject (him) improves and smoothes things out because we can now see the whole scene 
as "things that were done to him". 

He traveled to Boston to attend the trial. The lawyers questioned many other witnesses. At last he 
was called to the witness stand to testify. He was questioned by the same lawyers. His answers 
provided significant evidence. Again and again he was questioned before he was finally 
dismissed from the witness stand. 

 
Passive Use #4. To create an authoritative tone   

There is one more situation in which passive voice is useful. It can be used to create an 
authoritative tone. 

Visitors were not allowed in the rooms after 9:00 p.m. 
The staff was given a handout explaining the procedure to be followed. 
 
More about how an authoritative tone can be used later. Let's wrap up for today. We learned a 
few ways that passive writing might actually be useful. To put this info to work, you should 
evaluate your own work to find the action and who is doing it. Find a passage where you are 
particularly concerned about the passiveness. Ask yourself the following questions: 

Is the doer/actor indicated? Should you indicate him/her/it? 
Does it really matter who's responsible for the action? 
Do you want to emphasize the object of the action? 
You can then revise according to the examples in this lesson. 
Homework Assignment Lesson #2: Try blending active and passive sentences in a paragraph. 
You can take something you've already written or write something new. There should be at least 
one passive sentence in your paragraph. Then evaluate the result and tell whether you think it 
works or not and why. No more than 200 words please. 
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Active Voice Lesson 3: Using active and passive voices to build tension (Part I) 

Today's lesson is all about building tension. Tension is suppressed suspense. Its best expression 
in romantic fiction is emotional strain, or unresolved emotional issues. Properly built tension sets 
a tone of action or anticipation and then fails to fulfill it, or fulfills it only partially, or fulfills that 
anticipation and then sets up another one. Both active and passive sentences can be used to build 
tension. However, the passive voice can also get in the way of building tension. In addition, there 
are a number of active sentences that "feel" passive and should probably be revised. Let's start 
off with those, then look at other techniques you can use to dial up the tension in your writing 
and make it as active as possible.  

Keep in mind that readers read to go through experiences with your characters, not to be told 
afterwards what your characters did or to sit idly by while you describe everything they should 
have in their visualization of the scene. The main thrust of active writing is making sure you are 
writing in the moment, as events are happening and that your reader is interacting with the scene 
and the characters, seeing what they see, feeling what they feel.  

Active Voice Message #1: Don't use the passive as a crutch for description or narrative. 

Using too much passive voice can quickly stall the action and dull the tension in a scene. Let's 
look at a short passage of scene-setting in passive. 

Just at the break of dawn the crowing of a rooster could be heard across the field. There were a 
great number of reasons why Jan didn't want to get out of bed that morning. It was cold. It was 
Monday. Jeff was gone. She rolled over and pulled the covers up tightly against her body. The 
downstairs clocked ticked annoyingly. It was not long before she began to feel very sorry that 
she had fought with Jeff over their vacation plans. The reason that they had left Boston was to 
improve his health. When their house was flooded out by the storm, it only seemed natural to 
take advantage of the time and get away. She insisted on visiting her parents in Maine before 
they joined his parents in sunny Arizona. They hadn't visited her parents for a year and a half. 
The old house was not as comfortable as she'd remembered. It was drafty and smelled 
suspiciously of mold and dampness. The way Jeff had been coughing the last two days made Jan 
worry enough to let him go ahead to Arizona alone. It would be her fault if his health became 
impaired.  
If this were the opening to a book, would you continue reading? Most editors and agents 
wouldn't. The writing is pretty clear and we can understand what is going on, but it's pretty 
boring and the pace is dragging.  
 
As you learned in the last two lessons, the entire passage is not all passive. There are some active 
sentences, but many of these "feel" passive. In fact, this passage is chock-full of what not to do. 
Let me highlight the faults in order of appearance: 
 
could be heard – passive first sentence 
There were a great number of reasons – vague verb and noun  
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pulled tightly, ticked annoyingly – adverbs are ok, but vivid figurative language is better 
began to feel very sorry – active sentence with a passive feel because it's telling 
had fought, had left – active sentences telling long past action 
was flooded out – passive sentence 
it only seemed natural – wordy  
house not as comfortable as she remembers – leaves reader out; exactly what did she remember? 
The way Jeff had been coughing – vague noun, long past action 
became impaired – active sentence with a passive feel 

Now let's try to categorize them so we can see what not to do and how to fix it: 
*  Use the active voice unless you have a specific reason not to (see lesson 2). 

Problem: Just at the break of dawn the crowing of a rooster could be heard across the field. 
Fix: Just at the break of dawn Jan heard the crowing of a rooster across the field.  
or 
Just at the break of dawn a rooster crowed across the field. 
 
 

* Put the action in the verb 
Problem: There were a great number of reasons why Jan didn't want to get out of bed that 
morning. 
Fix: Jan resisted getting out of bed that morning. 
 
Problem: It would be her fault if his health became impaired.  
Fix: If his health weakened she'd blame herself. 
 
 

* Replace wordy phrases and unnecessarily inflated words 
Problems:  

it was not long before she began to feel 
the reason that 
it only seemed natural to 
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Fixes: 

She regretted fighting with Jeff over vacation plans. They left Boston to improve his health. 
When a freak storm flooded their house, they took advantage of the chance to get away.  

 

* Reduce wordy verb phrases or replace them with figurative language or showing 
Problems: 

pulled up tightly 
ticked annoyingly 
smelled suspiciously 
 
Adverbs (most end in "ly") are a great way to keep your verbs tidy when you don't want to take 
the time or word count to show. But be careful because they can also be a crutch to avoid 
showing. Telling is much easier to write, but it's far less interesting to read. Many adverbs are 
not really needed. Try taking them out and re-reading to see if the passage works without them. 
If not, then consider using figurative language. Here's a good place to link emotion and action 
(more on that in an upcoming lesson). The figurative language you choose to write can be a 
match for how your character is feeling.  

Fixes:  

She rolled over and pulled the covers up against her body like a turtle retreating into its shell. 
The downstairs clocked ticked, each nagging click reminding her of Jeff's absence. 
 
The old house lacked the warmth and comfort she remembered. The stifling scent of mold stuck 
in her throat. Drafty windows and damp corners were as cheerless as a dorm during Christmas 
break.  

 
* Avoid using vague nouns  
Problems: 
there were a great number of reasons 
the way Jeff had been coughing 
 
Fixes: 
Jan didn't want to get out of bed that morning.  
Listening to Jeff's agonized coughing the last two days made Jan worry.  
 
Vague nouns are words that don't make a very clear picture for the reader. Either they are so 
generalized that they could mean too many specific and very different things, for example: 
animal. If I'm picturing an elephant and you are picturing a prairie dog, then that’s not specific 
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enough a word to use. Or, the noun is too open to interpretation, such as "great number". How 
many is a great number anyway? Or, worse they hint at something, but say nothing, such as "the 
way Jeff coughed". That he coughed in a certain way is all we know. Unless the author gives us 
more detail, that's all we get. 
 
Here's the revised paragraph to compare with the original. 
Just at the break of dawn Jan heard the crowing of a rooster across the field. She resisted getting 
out of bed that morning. It was cold. It was Monday. Jeff was gone. She rolled over and pulled 
the covers up against her body like a turtle retreating into its shell. The downstairs clocked 
ticked, each nagging click reminding her of Jeff's absence. She regretted fighting with Jeff over 
vacation plans. They left Boston to improve his health. When a freak storm flooded their house, 
they took advantage of the chance to get away. She insisted on visiting her parents in Maine 
before they joined his parents in sunny Arizona. They hadn't visited her parents for a year and a 
half. The old house lacked the warmth and comfort she remembered. The stifling scent of mold 
stuck in her throat. Drafty windows and damp corners were as cheerless as a dorm during 
Christmas break. Listening to Jeff's agonized coughing the last two days made Jan worry enough 
to let him go ahead to Arizona alone. If his health weakened she'd blame herself. 
 
Perhaps not perfect, but definitely a better way for the reader to connect with her worry over her 
husband. 

 

Next, let's find out what creates tension. Active voice is a style of writing that involves the 
reader. The goal is for the reader to actively follow what the author is presenting, and react to it 
by visualizing, imagining and feeling. In short the reader is sharing the action by putting herself 
in the character's shoes and worrying about the outcome of the action. 

Active Voice Message #2: Put the reason for the action before the action itself. 

One way to help the reader get into the action is to keep in mind how readers connect with or 
relate to what they read. For example: 
* Passive: Her house was broken into. (Hard to relate because we don't know who did it or why) 
* Active: He broke into her house. (A little easier to relate because at least we know who did it) 
* Active: Determined to rescue the trapped dog, he broke into her burning house.  
(Easy to relate to this because we know who did it and why and probably we're worried about 
whether he succeeded or not). 
Um….He succeeded. The dog is safe and unharmed. She's grateful and is wiping the man's 
singed brow with a cool cloth. Just thought I'd add that bit of closure so you can focus on the rest 
of the lesson...  :) 
One thing to notice in the example is the pattern of cause and effect. Because the dog was 
trapped (reason), he broke into the house (action). This is a critical pattern because people 
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naturally want to know why something happened. Not only that, but it's more emotionally 
satisfying to tell them the reason first so they can enjoy anticipating the outcome of the action. 
Let's look at this sentence again in slow motion and imagine the reader’s reaction: 
Determined to rescue the trapped dog (Reader reaction: Oh me, oh my, the poor dog! What's 
going to happen to that helpless animal?), he broke into her burning house. (Reader reaction: 
thank goodness some brave person is going to try to help! Oh, I do hope he rescues the dog and 
doesn't get hurt himself!) 
Now let's look at how it works if we put the action first and the reason second: 
He broke into her burning house (Reader reaction: um…why would he do that?), determined to 
rescue the trapped dog (Reader reaction: oh, that makes sense. Gee, I hope they are ok.). 
Which way seems more emotionally intense to you? You do want to write your sentences and 
paragraphs in such a way that the reader can fully enjoy their own emotions as they read.  
 

I think I've given you enough to think about for one day. How about some homework? 

Homework Assignment Lesson #3: Look over your WIP and locate a passage of description. 
Assess the “active voice” in the passage. Is the reader clued in and connected to the emotion and 
tension the character is feeling? If needed, revise, paying attention to wordiness and vagueness.  

Next, look at a more active passage. Did you cue the reader in as to the reason for the action? 
Revise, if needed.  

If you revised, post the before and after versions (no more than 200 words each). If you didn’t 
revise, share a little snippet (no more than 200 words each) for feedback. 

 Copyright 2010 Kat Duncan, all rights reserved 
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Active Voice Lesson 4: Using active and passive voices to build tension (Part II) 

Active Voice Message #3: Use the anticipation of action to keep the reader involved in the 
story  

Active writing happens when you write about events actually happening, but it’s not always 
possible to write “action scenes”. There are times when things are not happening actively, but 
this doesn’t mean you can’t use active writing. There is always the anticipation of action. If a 
reader expects that something will be happening soon she will continue to read. There are simple 
ways to keep the idea of action involved at the sentence and paragraph level: 

 
* Keep your writing tight (check for wordiness and vagueness) 

Use specific words when possible, especially nouns. Daisy is more specific than flower, etching 
is more specific than artwork, beaker is less vague than glassware. You get the idea. Use 
adjectives as needed, but watch out for vagueness. Colorful daisies are less vivid than pale purple 
daisies because colorful is a vague word. Keep wordiness in check. We don't need a complete 
inventory of everything in the room. Just give the reader an idea of the scene. If you want, you 
can add to it a little at a time as the characters interact in the scene. 

 
* Use shorter sentences  

Short sentences speed up the pace and give an undertone of action. 

Let's look at a draft that needs revision. There are a few longish sentences here and the pace feels 
slower than it should be as we go from calm to alarm. 

"Uh, we shouldn't be standing here." His eyes darted left and right, scanning the open 
room. 
  Ignoring her rising sense of fear, she stood defiantly. 
  A single chirp of his cell phone rang and he looked up. In the flash of a second, his eyes 
went wide with alarm as he focused on something behind her.   
  "Get down!" he ordered, forcefully shoving her head down.   
  The deafening crack of gun fire exploded in the hollow room. The tile wall behind them 
shattered.  She let out a scream. He grabbed her hand and yanked just as a second round whizzed 
by them. She fell into him.   

After we shorten the sentences and dump the adverbs: 

"Uh, we shouldn't be standing here." His eyes darted left and right, scanning the open 
room. 
  Ignoring her rising sense of fear, she remained. 
  A single chirp of his cell phone. He looked up. A second flashed. His eyes widened in 
alarm. He focused on something behind her.   
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  "Get down!" he ordered. A shove from his hand forced her head down.   
  The hollow crackle of gunfire exploded in the room. The tile wall behind them shattered.  
She screamed. He grabbed her hand and yanked. A second round whizzed by them. She fell into 
him.   

Notice how I left the first couple of sentences longer. The real action begins with the “chirp of 
his cell phone” and that’s where I shortened the sentences so the pace would quicken.  

 
* Use figurative language 

Figurative language is a good way to get a vivid description across to the reader in a few words. 
You know figurative language from common sayings such as "easy as pie", "timid as a mouse", 
"like white on rice" and many other sayings. Of course, you don't just want to use someone else's 
figurative language, or at least you don't want to ONLY do that. You want to make up some of 
your own figurative language.  
 
If this is something you struggle with, try this simple technique. Think of two different 
categories, for example, cooking and snow. Next think of a word that goes with one and a word 
that goes with the other. For example, I'll pick slice for cooking and cold for snow. Now put 
them together to see what could work. Cold slice. OK, I could use that to describe anything from 
concrete ideas like wind (the cold sliced through her) or sharp weapons (one cold slice and he'd 
be gone) to abstract ideas like rejection (losing her love was like a cold slice of reality), or (he 
walked away, refusing another slice of her coldness) or sexual tension (her cold fingers sliced his 
desire into desperate pieces).   

Another example: categories: painting and dogs   Words: palette and leash   
These could be used to describe a person’s outlook (He was leashed to a palette of responses 
defined by his public image) or a description of mixed emotions (She took her emotions off leash 
and let him mix them on his palette).  

 
* Use showing along with telling to get to the action 

Many writing books and recommendations tell authors to "show not tell", but the reality is that 
telling is necessary and useful. What you want to achieve is a balance of each. The good thing 
about showing is the reader gets a vivid picture and can relate to the situation. The bad thing 
about showing is that it can drag down the pace. The good thing about telling is it speeds up the 
pace. The bad thing about telling is it doesn't give a vivid picture.  

Telling example: She was angry. 
Showing example: She gritted her teeth and narrowed her eyes. Her hands clenched into fists.  
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With active writing voice you want to keep the action going. So while it's good to show her 
anger, it's better to get on with the action. Think about how much you need to show for the 
reader to understand or anticipate her next action. Let’s bring back our example with the action 
added. 

Telling example: She was angry. She punched the wall. 
Showing example: She gritted her teeth and narrowed her eyes. Her hands clenched into fists. 
She punched the wall. 
Blended example: She gritted her teeth and punched the wall with her fist.  

The telling example is more active simply because it is shorter and gets to the action more 
quickly, but the showing example has some nice visual elements. The blend puts the best of each 
together.   

Another important point about telling and showing is to be aware of certain verbs that are good 
to use for telling so you can get to the action, but are often misused or overused and can dull the 
tension right out of a scene. Some examples of these are what I call “sensory verbs” such as felt, 
looked at, saw, watched, tasted, heard, smelled or “mental verbs” such as wondered, realized, 
thought, knew, remembered, recalled, reviewed, considered, etc. You will want to use these 
verbs sparingly and typically to put in a quick telling point so you can get on with the action, or 
come up with more unusual words to take their place. 

Example: 
She felt her world falling apart. Turning to look at Tom, she tried to smile.  She thought about 
this wonderful man and all he meant to her.  She heard the beep of the cab’s horn. She watched 
him finish packing his backpack. She recalled what her mother had said about Tom's wanderlust. 
She knew her mother was right. She realized she should let Tom go. 

This feels slow and passive and kind of distant, as if we're experiencing it from far away or as if 
she's telling us something that happened a long time ago... 

Revised Example: 
So that’s how it felt when your world fell apart. Tom shrugged off the brave smile she made. 
Wonderful as he was, she didn’t mean as much to him as he did to her. The cab’s horn beeped 
again. Louder this time. He finished packing his backpack. She recalled what her mother said 
about Tom's lust: it had a wander in front of it. Her mother was right. She should let Tom go. 

 
* use gerunds to build tension  

Gerunds are the present participle of the verb (the "ing" form) used as nouns or noun phrases. 
They are good ways to pack tension into a sentence because they actively tell how a character 
feels about what he is doing, so you get action and emotion in one sentence. There are a lot of 
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"ing"s floating around in writing, and they can drag down the pace, but gerunds are special 
"ing"s that take the place of nouns, so they can be very useful to pack an active punch. 

Gerund example: Swimming laps was the way he dealt with his anger. 

“Swimming laps” is the gerund phrase. It’s active because we can picture it and we also get the 
point that he’s using it to work off his anger.  

She hated practicing piano while the older kids were playing outside. 
 
The gerund phrase is "practicing piano". It is being used as a noun to tell us what she ‘hated’.  
This builds tension because it uses a limited number of words to show us a whole situational 
picture that includes action. This is a nice way to include past action as a setup for future action. 
Anytime we see the guy swimming laps we’ll know he’s probably angry. Anytime the woman 
refers to practicing piano we’ll remember how she hated missing out on play time with other 
kids. 

 
* use an authoritative tone to build tension 

There's something tense about being under the thumb of an authority figure. It's an automatic 
reaction to check your speed when a police car is behind you, or close your internet browser 
when your boss walks by. Any sentence or paragraph that uses an authoritative tone or any 
character that speaks authoritatively will automatically raise tension. Passive voice sentences 
work very well with authoritative tone. Active voice sentences also work. 

* Active: Employees must wash their hands before returning to work. 
* Passive: This paperwork must be completed by 5pm. 

An authoritative tone builds anticipation of action because we wonder what will happen if/when 
the rules are broken. 
 

Active Voice Message #4: Have an active purpose for the reader to focus on 

In his excellent book, Techniques of the Selling Writer, Dwight V. Swain says, “A buzzing fly is 
an annoyance. A buzzing rattlesnake encourages you to do something about him." 

The point here is to have action of the right kind at the right time. During the action scenes you 
want to focus on the action and on building up the tension. After a stressful action scene your 
reader deserves a break, but you don’t want your reader to lose the thread of the story. You have 
to give your reader something to focus on. What you focus on is building anticipation for what 
the character will do next. If you simply continue to give action without building tension, you 
have action-packed writing without the impact needed to engage the reader. 
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For example, here's an action scene that's all action: 

He jumped the fence and ran across the series of backyards. A woman sunning herself on a 
chaise lounge screamed. He raced past, ignoring her. She ran into her house. In the next yard, an 
old dog launched himself off a porch and chased him out into the street. He darted along the 
sidewalk for several blocks, dodging people out walking and kids riding bikes. 

We can visualize what's going on, but it really has no meaning because we don't know why the 
character is running and more importantly we don't know enough to worry about the outcome of 
the action. We could add something about why he's running, such as "he was scared", but that 
wouldn't really help to make the paragraph engaging. What the reader really needs is a reason to 
keep reading, a reason to anticipate what will happen to the guy if he stops running, or what he 
will do when he reaches his destination.  

Whether you are writing description, exposition, dialogue or internal thoughts, your reader will 
actively connect to your writing if you first set a purpose. Think about an opening scene. You 
want to cue the reader in as to the setting, so you start describing what your character sees. 
That’s great, but it often misses the mark because it serves your purpose as an author, but it 
doesn’t serve any purpose for your character and your reader, who, if she is properly lost in the 
story, is following your character’s actions, not yours as the author. So, my point is: give your 
character a reason to be looking around at his surroundings, that way the reader will be 
interested, too. 

A character could be looking at his surroundings because he’s new to the place and is looking for 
something in particular, a place, a person, an object. He could be returning after a long time and 
looking at what’s changed. He could be looking at a mess that someone else made, or at a room 
that’s recently been redecorated or needs redecorating.  

Another place to be sure to have an active purpose for your characters is in exposition. 
Exposition is usually information the reader needs in order to understand the story. The best 
option here is to arrange it so that one of your characters needs the information and the other 
character doesn’t want to give it out, so they fight over it. If your hero sees another man leaving 
his girlfriend’s apartment, he could confront her about it, giving you a chance to give readers the 
information about this character as they fight over whether the hero has a right to demand to 
know. 

Whew! That's a lot to think about. Today we learned ways to : 

* Keep your writing tight (check for wordiness and vagueness) 

* Use shorter sentences  

* Use figurative language 
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* Use showing along with telling to get to the action 

* Use gerunds to build tension  

* Use an authoritative tone to build tension 

And we learned that it's important to have an active purpose for the reader to focus on. Let's wrap 
up with homework. I have 3 homeworks for you to try. Remember that these are all optional, so 
you can pick and choose which exercises could work best for you. No pressure! :)   

 
Homework Assignment Lesson #4 part 1: Try out the figurative language technique and share 
what you came up with.  

Homework Assignment Lesson #4 part 2: Try writing two sentences using gerunds. If you get 
stuck, try mimicking the example sentences in the lesson.  

Homework Assignment Lesson #4 part 3: Take a paragraph or short scene from your WIP and 
revise it to dial up the tension or action using at least one technique from today’s lesson. Send 
the original draft and the revised draft and tell whether you think the techniques worked or not 
and why. (no more than 200 words, please). 

Copyright 2010 Kat Duncan, all rights reserved 
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Active Voice Lesson 5:  Using active and passive voices to control pacing (Part I) 
 
Active and passive voices can be used to help you control pacing. Pacing is the ebb and flow of 
tension and conflict. Ideally you should present your readers with lots of action and excitement 
followed by a slower pace where characters reflect and decide what to do next. 

Active writing should focus on the action and keep the pace moving along even while characters 
are thinking and planning by having readers go through the decision-making process with the 
character. There are several problems, things I like to call “pace robbers”, that can get in the way 
of active writing. 

 
Pace Robber #1 – Description 

As I mentioned in the last lesson, description should have a purpose for the character. If it has a 
purpose for the character, it will have a purpose for the reader. I’m referring here to more than 
just a line or two of description to quickly set the scene. The kinds of description that are pace-
robbing are whole paragraphs of scenery, landscapes, description of the architecture of a building 
or the décor of a room, or its occupants.   

Even if you are using description as a way of slowing the pace, you can’t expect most readers to 
enjoy long paragraphs of description (even though some do). Many readers skim or skip 
description, but this doesn’t mean you should leave it in. Keep it trim, give it a purpose, or break 
it up and present it a little at a time as the characters interact. For example,  

A low fence began at one side of the house. Tall plants leaning over it suggested a 
garden, but he didn't recognize the flowers, they were small, not like the bright, showy ones in 
formal gardens. 
 "Hello!" he called as he stepped on the stone walkway leading to the door. 
 A sudden gust of wind took his words away towards the lake in the distance. No reply. 
He shouted again when he got near enough to see white curtains swaying back and forth behind 
the partly-opened wooden shutters. She must be able to see him now.  
 "Hello? Anyone at home?" 
 "Come around the back!" A woman's voice.  
  He moved along the perimeter of the fence and found the gate. Opening it, he saw her 
crouched over a raised bed, clipping something leafy-green and putting it in a basket at her feet. 
She had on the same draping dress he'd seen her wearing in the pub earlier. Her luscious black 
hair was still loose, but now an open-weave straw hat covered the head of long, loose curls.  
 

The description has a bit of purpose (though it could be stronger if we knew why he was visiting 
the woman). He is looking for her and describing what he sees as he approaches. His descriptive 
sentences are interspersed with his actions as he walks to the house, calls out and then goes to 
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find her in the garden. The pace here isn’t fast like in an action scene, but it isn’t slow either and 
the reader has enough to visualize the scene with and keep interested enough to see what happens 
when they meet. 

 
Pace Robber #2 – Exposition 

Exposition is information. Usually it’s information you need your reader to know in order to 
understand the story. The trouble with exposition is that the characters in the book typically 
already know this information. It’s a bit silly to have your character, Jane, think: “I think I’ll call 
my Aunt Sally, the only aunt on my mother’s side who lives too far away for me to visit and who 
always has the best advice for me when I’m in trouble.” Not only is this “telling” rather than 
“showing” but it can jar the reader right out of the story when what you really want is for the 
reader to get lost in the story.  

Exposition often equals “author intrusion” which means that the reader can sense the presence of 
the author, rather than the characters. You can treat exposition the same way you treat 
description by giving the characters a reason for talking about it or giving it a little at a time so 
the reader doesn’t notice your author intrusion. 

So, how can you resolve the need to tell the reader about Aunt Sally? Let’s see: 
Have Jane’s mother refer to Sally as her precious “only sister”. 
Have Jane call Aunt Sally and ask advice, “You always give the best advice.” 
Have another character insist that Jane go visit. “It’s too far.” “But she’s your mother’s only 
sister.” 
Etc, etc… 

Another exposition robber is the blow-by-blow form of exposition: 

Joe got up and brushed his teeth, then showered. He dressed in his best blue suit. He left the 
house around eight and got into his silver Hummer. Driving the forty miles along Highway 17, 
he reached the city in about thirty minutes. He parked in the VIP spot in the Allied United 
underground lot and got into the elevator, pressing the button for the 9th floor. He stepped out of 
the elevator and walked the empty hallway to the corner office. 

Um…I’m bored. Not only is this uninteresting, most of it is unnecessary. We don’t need to know 
that he brushes his teeth, showers, dresses and how long it takes him to get to work unless these 
things are critical to the plot.  

A variation of blow-by-blow exposition is explaining after showing, or explaining after dialogue.  

Examples: 
“It’s nothing,” he dismissed.  (The ‘dismissed’ isn’t needed.) 
She looked at him askance. Her reaction to him was weird. (If she looked at him askance, then 
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her reaction to him was weird. We don’t need both sentences to understand this.) 
 
Also, don’t summarize accidentally. Active writing means keeping an eye out for sentences that 
could be made into a useful part of the scene. For example, if you have a heroine who is upset 
you can summarize that “she cleaned the house” or you can create part of a scene showing her 
going around the house, cleaning things that obviously don’t need cleaning. 
 
 

Pace Robber #3 – Bland Dialogue  

A partner to blow-by-blow exposition is bland dialogue: 
Jill saw Timmy across the room. 
“Hi.” 
“Hi, Jill.” 
“How are you Timmy?” 
“I’m fine. How are you?” 
“Pretty good.” 
“It’s good to see you.” 
“Yup. Good to see you, too.” 
“So, what have you been up to lately?” 
“Um, not much. How about you?” 

True, most readers will skim through this very quickly, but the reality is that your reader wants 
action and interest and this has neither. I hear you. You say, ‘It’s only about 40 words and it 
leads into a deeper conversation that is critical to the story.’ That may be so, but why waste 40 
words on nothing and take the chance that the reader will lose interest? Get to the meat of the 
conversation. Unless there is some special tension about their first words to each other, just cut to 
the “What have you been up to lately?” and leave the rest out. The same goes for people greeting 
each other, thanking each other, ending a conversation, introducing themselves, and all those 
other polite social things we do every day. If it’s not crucial to the story, just leave it out.  

 
Pace Robber #4 – Rogue Scenes  

Rogue Scenes are scenes in which readers learn nothing new. Suppose your character Sally has 
just had an encounter at the bank with a handsome stranger who mysteriously gave her roses and 
kissed her hand. She gets home and repeats the experience to her mother, then phones a friend 
and tells her all about it. It’s a very likely scenario, because that’s exactly what someone would 
probably do, but this is not reality, this is fiction. Each scene should have a purpose and the 
reader should learn something new in each scene. Sure, Sally is going to talk about it to other 
people, but let most of that happen “off screen”. For example, assuming she’s had her “off 
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screen” conversation with her friend, she could have an “on screen” scene with her friend and 
say, “I’m going to meet that guy, you know, the one I told you about. The guy who gave me 
roses at the bank.” Avoid needless repetition of previous scenes and by that I mean whole 
previous scenes. Hopefully, you’ve written the first scene well enough that the reader won’t need 
a recap, but readers might need reminders in the form of quick, small details.  

 

Homework Assignment Lesson #5: Do you have any rogue scenes? Look over your WIP to see if 
you have recapped one or more scenes. If you have, you might want to consider cutting the 
recap. If that’s not possible, then think carefully about what else that scene can give the reader. 
Examples are: further character development, exposition in the form of a snippet of backstory, 
some introspection that is key to the plot, or anything that will add tension, build suspense, or 
give the reader some new action to anticipate. If you revised, share your original and your 
revision. If you didn’t revise, tell why. If you didn’t have any rogue scenes or other pace robbers, 
select something else to share. Pick an excerpt where you think the pace is dragging and we'll see 
what can be done to lift its spirits to keep your readers reading! Limit excerpts in posts to 200 
words, please.  

Copyright 2010 Kat Duncan, all rights reserved 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Active Voice Lesson 6:  Using active and passive voices to control pacing (Part II) 
Pace Robber #5 – Introspection 

Character introspection is important for the reader to fully understand what your characters are 
thinking. This is an especially useful technique if you struggle with showing versus telling. If 
your critique partners are complaining that a character’s goals are not coming through strongly 
enough, some character introspection can help. However, beware of overusing introspection to 
get your point across or simply using it to run through a list of possibilities as your characters 
think things over. Too many questions quickly throw the scene out of focus and rob you of the 
pace you set. It’s tempting to put in the questions that your character has and present a number of 
avenues for them to pursue because this can add to the tension, but don’t give the reader too 
many things to focus on at once. 
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I have a book on my shelf I keep as an example of what not to do. It’s a great story, with good 
characters and a great plot. The “what not to do” part is the introspection. From the very 
beginning of the story when the hero meets the heroine they each have questions about the other. 
These questions come out as internal thoughts and even after they fall in love, they don’t seem to 
be able to ask questions such as “how do you feel about…” out loud. The writing suffers further 
because the questions come in batches all in the same cluster of paragraphs. They also tended to 
appear n in the middle of dialogue. I know, I know. You’re wondering how it ever got published. 
Well, I did say that the plot was good.  

Here’s a made-up example that's similar (we start out in his point of view): 
  They had known each other as children, but that was long ago. Would she remember 
him? And if she did, what would she remember? 
  “I’m pleased to see you back here again, Mr. Smith, after so many years,” she said. 
  “Yes, Miss Jane, I am also pleased.” He shook her hand. She looked lovely, all dressed in 
her Sunday best. The parson said she was a widow and had a child. How old was the child? How 
had she become a widow? Had she loved her husband? 
  “I would like to apply for the position of housekeeper,” she said. 
  “The position is yours.” 
  “Thank you.” 
   “You may start tomorrow, if you’re able. Shall we say nine?” 
  “Very good. Until then.” 
  Jane left with a healthy dose of fear in her heart. Would he remember how his family had 
treated her mother? Would he treat her the same way? He had grown to become a handsome 
man. What had happened to him all these years? Where had he been all this time and what kind 
of man had he become? Was he the same as the boy she’d known? 

 My point here is: don’t rant internal questions at your readers. They don’t know the answers, 
only you do. Your job is to pose a question and then reveal the answer, preferably in a 
suspenseful way. Sure, you should slow down the pace from time to time and make sure the 
reader has caught onto the question you had in mind, but make the pace work for you by giving 
the reader one new thing to anticipate at a time. Should you pose a question and answer it in the 
same scene? You can, but then what would make the reader want to read the next scene? So be 
careful with the questions you raise, not only how many there are but how and when your story 
answers them.   

 

Let’s continue with some sentence level pace regulators to help you control pace. If you want to 
keep the pace moving, you should use shorter, simpler words, and shorter sentences. To slow the 
pace, use more multi-syllable words and more sophisticated verbs.  
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*Fast pace: She sighed. The daylight grew dim. She had a long way to go. 
  *Slower pace: A sigh escaped her lips. The daylight was growing dim. She had a long 
way to travel. 
  *Slowest pace: Another bored sigh escaped her lips. The light was gradually growing 
dimmer. A lengthy journey still stretched ahead of her.  

Notice the not technically passive but passive style sentences in the slower paced examples.  

Faster pace equals clarity and you can’t be as clear when you choose too many big words and use 
longer sentences. Slower pace is slow because the reader has to slow down to mentally process 
all your wonderful, poetic word choices to create a picture in her mind of what you are 
presenting. 

If you want fast pace, avoid using expletive constructions (“there were” “it was”), since these 
grammatical constructions delay readers from learning the main subject and action of a sentence. 
Examples: 

It was her latest protest that finally sent him over the edge. 
Her latest protest finally sent him over the edge. 

There were likely many reasons why his approach did not work. 
For many reasons his approach did not work. 

It was inevitable that she questioned his absence. 
Inevitably she questioned his absence. 
   or if you don't like adverbs:  
Of course she questioned his absence. 
 

Slower pace is useful when you want to stretch out the tension or prolong a series of actions. One 
good way to do this is to use the progressive past tense which is made up of “was” plus an “-ing” 
form of the verb (ex: was climbing). Let’s examine this by looking at a few sentences in the 
simple past tense: 

He headed for the dresser to get his gun. She slipped out of the room and dashed down the stairs, 
looking for a place to hide. He shouted, called her name, but she didn’t dare answer.  

Think about the situation at this moment. The action feels done, over. And the tension is there, 
but it’s dependent on more action. In other words something more has to happen before we feel 
additional tension. Now let’s use the progressive tense "was + ing" a little bit: 

He was heading for the dresser to get his gun. She slipped out of the room and dashed down the 
stairs, looking for a place to hide. He was shouting, calling her name, but she didn’t dare answer.  
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The action feels like it’s still going on and the tension is hanging in the air. We have the 
expectation that something is about to happen. Expectation equals reader interest. 

Another good way to slow the pace and draw out tension is to use the past perfect tense which is 
made up of “had” plus a past form of a verb (ex: had climbed). This verb tense allows you to 
leverage anything that happened in the past as a way to predict conflict or make the reader 
anticipate future action. 

She had been raised from the cradle to distrust him. She was not going to start believing him 
now. 
 
She said she had never done this before. 

Slowing the pace this way helps your reader clearly understand what to worry about. Caution: 
you do not want to slow the pace this way for very long. This technique is useful for drawing 
your reader's attention to something important. If you think you have gone overboard with these 
pace-slowing techniques without realizing it, try searching your manuscript for "had", "was" and 
"?". Some word processors will allow you to highlight all these and then you can look them over 
to see which ones to leave in and which ones to revise.  
One more way to think about the clarity of your writing is to see where it stands on a readability 
index. Readability indexes are typically used in educational situations to match a student's ability 
to the material they are reading. Search the internet for “readability index calculators” many of 
which will let you paste a section of text and compute (based on the number of words in each 
sentence and how many syllables in each word) a readability level typically based on grade level. 
I’m not recommending any particular grade level as a target for your writing, nor am I saying 
that readability indexes are perfect. This is just one more way to gauge the clarity of your 
writing. Here's a free online calculator you can try out: 
http://www.online-utility.org/english/readability_test_and_improve.jsp 
And a recent blog I did with more fun tools to play with: 
http://www.katduncan.net/writeabout/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=70:7-
writerly-tools&catid=35:grammar-and-style&Itemid=62 

 
Homework Assignment Lesson #6: Try your hand at zooming and panning the pace in a 
paragraph from your WIP. Post the original and the changed versions as well as what you hoped 
to accomplish as far as what you wanted the reader to pay attention to. Limit excerpt to 200 
words, please. 

Copyright 2010 Kat Duncan, all rights reserved 
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Lesson 7:  Action-emotion word combinations, immediacy, wrap up and tip sheets 

Two of the most important aspects of a story are emotion and action. One way to keep your 
readers actively involved in your story is to create sentences that have both emotion and action. 
This way you get the reader actively involved by giving them an action-emotion chunk that 
makes instant visual and visceral sense. Emotions inform our understanding of what is 
happening. Our strongest memories of events are often stored in an envelope of emotions. Your 
writing should try to reach your readers’ emotional memories so they can relate to what your 
character is going through. Targeting the proper emotion can help your reader interpret what is 
going on. For example, suppose you describe a scene with birds singing at dawn. Depending on 
how your character feels, she could view the birdsong as: happy and invigorating, shrill and 
irritating, intrusive and depressing, or strident and mocking.  

Since our goal is to focus on active writing, let’s see what happens when we blend action and 
emotion at the word level. Suppose we have a character who learns from the heroine some news 
he’s not happy with. He doesn’t say anything and walks away from the heroine. 

The action is walking away. The emotion is anger. Okay, I need some words that mean “walk” or 
“walk away”. How about: 
 
Walk   Step   Stride   March  Stalk  Tramp 

March would be good. It implies an impersonal, military attitude. Stride could work also. The 
usual connotation is purposeful and determined. 

Okay, now some words that mean “angry”. How about: 

Mad   Livid   Fuming  Outraged  Angry   Bitter   

Fuming looks good. I’m thinking he’s pretty mad if he just walked away without saying 
anything. Bitter also looks good. It means he’s not only angry he’s hurting. 

Now for the combinations: 

Bitter strides  
Fuming march 

So how would you use these? Examples: 

With bitter strides he exited the room, leaving silence in his wake. 
His fuming march of departing steps left her with no doubt as to his reaction to the news. 
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Your turn. Take some action words: 
Bite, Blow, Break, Bring, Catch, Choose, Drag, Dive, Eat, Fall, Fight, Flee, Gallop, Harass, 
Jump, Kick, Leap, Mash, Punch, Ram, Steal, Trip, Vault, Whistle 

And some emotion words: 
aggressive, annoyed, anxious, cautious, confident, confused, depressed, determined, discouraged, 
disgusted, ecstatic, embarrassed, enthusiastic, envious, exhausted, frightened, frustrated, guilty, 
helpless, hopeful, humiliated, hurt, jealous, mischievous, optimistic, pained, peaceful, puzzled, 
regretful, satisfied, shocked, shy, stubborn, surprised, suspicious, undecided, withdrawn 

And make some new combinations to use in your writing. 

One final helper, here’s a handy chart to help you control pace. 

Faster Pace Slower Pace 
Shorter words Multi-syllable words 
Common words Unusual words, foreign words 
Active voice sentences Passive voice and passive style sentences 
Eliminate adverbs (ly 
words) 

Use occasional adverb 

Use fewer adjectives Use more adjectives and description 
Short, simple sentences Longer, complex sentences 
Eliminate “had”, “that”, 
“was” constructions 

Use “was + verb” and “had + verb”  

Use the possessive: ‘the 
man’s opinion’ 

Spell out possessive ‘the opinion of the man’ 

Eliminate “there were” “it 
was” 

Use “There were” “it was” for description 

 

How and why you should begin in the middle of things 

Don't you hate the feeling you get when you walk into the middle of a conversation and can't get a word 
in edgewise to find out what's going on? Ever come home to find your family members in the middle of 
excited talk about something that just happened and have that uncomfortable and desperate feeling that 
you want them to stop talking to each other and fill you in?  

Muwahahaha! Make your opening scene and every new scene do this to your readers. 

Not because it's mean to make your readers uncomfortable, but because it leads to instant buy-in on 
what's happening in your story. Readers want to know what's going on. You want to tell them. It's just a 
matter of how you get them to want to listen.  
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The technique of starting in the middle (in media res, literally "into the midst of things") instead of at the 
beginning (ab ovo, litterally "from the egg") goes all the way back to the Ancient Greek writer Homer, 
who wrote the Iliad and the Odyssey. The Iliad starts in the middle of the Trojan War and only later 
mentions how the kidnapping of Helen of Troy was the reason for the war in the first place. The Odyssey 
begins when Odysseus is with Calypso and only later informs the reader that he's been trying to get home 
to Penelope in Ithaca for years and years.  

So, how do you know if you've started in the middle? Here's a handy checklist you can use: 

� Something happened before the opening scene (usually something bad); it might or might not be 
recent. 

� Your opening scene shows your character dealing with the something. 

� Your character's life has changed, is changing or is about to change because of the something. 

� You don't tell the reader EVERYTHING about the something right away; tell them just enough to 
make them want to know the rest 

� Your character is gathering resources and/or trying to decide what to do, or your character has 
made a decision and is about to carry out his/her plan. 

Why immediacy matters. 
Readers want to live through the events in the story with your characters because that provides the 
greatest satisfaction for them. Reading about an event afterwards is not as exciting as being there. Most of 
your words should be spent on events that are happening right now, live and in person, blow by blow with 
the character. If you must spend some story time with thinking and wondering, try very hard to make it 
active. Ways you can make internal thinking immediate: 

� Character moving around demonstrating how she feels while she's thinking (ex: woman violently 
scrubbing floor while thinking about rotten boyfriend who dumped her; guy arranging a fussy 
table setting in anticipation of having his boss and colleagues over for dinner). 

� Character can talk to an animal (ex: girl grooming a horse and telling the horse her dreams; older 
woman petting a cat and musing about fond events in her past). 

� Character can talk to a window character, mentor, boss, sibling, friend who may or may not be 
sympathetic, but who draws out the character's thinking in real time. (ex: sympathetic older sister 
who recommends a course of action the younger sister rejects; boss who reminds employee of 
past mess-ups and threatens job loss if it happens again). 

� Summarize. Don't take the reader through the character's whole thinking process, just sum it up. 
(ex: Jessie thought it over and decided it was best to go to Santa Fe right now even though it 
meant missing part of her fall semester.) 

� Make a time jump. Thinking takes time, but it doesn't have to take story time. You can just pick 
your reader up and plunk them down in time any where you need to. (ex: After six weeks of 
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therapy and clean living, Jack was feeling pretty good. He stepped out of his apartment door on a 
sunny Monday morning, ready to...) 

� Interrupt unfinished thinking with another action scene. If this is done well, it can drive your 
reader deeper into the story. Remember the example above of arriving home to find your family 
members deep in excited conversation about an event that you know nothing about? What if they 
just started to give you some details when the phone rang and it was for you?  

� Use a flashback. Flashbacks can be tricky to pull off, but don't avoid them just because they are 
unfamiliar. Try them out to see if they might work for your story. Be sure to make the flashback 
active and emotional. 

 Keep in mind with all of the above that whatever you do must move the story forward. If you simply 
cover and re-cover old ground, you'll lose reader interest fast. 

Homework: Try creating your own action-emotion word combinations and using them in a 
sentence or paragraph.  

Last chance to share problem areas: Post excerpts (try to keep it under 200 words...) of a problem 
area and let me know what you are concerned about or what you are trying to accomplish.  

Our workshop ends this Sunday, July 31st, so please post homework by Friday, July 29th so I 
will have time to review and respond.  

I sincerely hope you have enjoyed this workshop on active writing and will take away one or 
more helpful techniques to improve your writing. I have enjoyed working with you and reading 
your works in progress. Feel free to send me an email anytime if you have questions about the 
material in the workshop.  
 
My next workshop for FTHRW is in October and it's on Scenes and Sequels. Here's the link: 
http://fthrw.com/workshops/wkshop_2011_10   If you'd like to be added to my email list to be 
notified of my future workshops around cyberspace, just send me an email.  

See you in print! 
Kat Duncan 
katduncanclc@yahoo.com 
kat@katduncan.net 
http://www.katduncan.net 
http://www.katduncan.net/writeabout 
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